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Our Web 3.0 Vision
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If you’re a seasoned investor then now is your chance to invest in work created 
by a world-class leader in the design industry. 



If you’re interested in the , then this is 
your chance to have one of the most respected architecture firms in the world 
design a metaverse asset just for you.



Maybe you’re new to , but you’re looking to 
learn more about how NFTs will transform our society. 



Whichever camp you fall into, the fusion of Web 3.0 and NFT backed creativity is here 
in the form of  And in the 
next 16 pages, we’ll outline what this project is, exactly what you can gain from it, how 
to get involved, and more. 

NFT 

Metaverse and virtual real estate opportunities

NFTs and the Metaverse, or even crypto

The Skyscraper Collection by VerseProp & PLP Architecture.
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About The Skyscraper Collection

An NFT collection built on groundbreaking research into urban mobility by global practice PLP Architecture
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The imagery borne from this research is the basis of the , with only  available for minting. 

Holders will become the proud owners of a unique piece of digital artwork, a first of its kind. The artwork is based on the concept building IUMO/v,  created by 
PLP. This reimagines the role of the elevator in high rise buildings by placing multiple elevator cars along the same path in a looped system - as opposed to a 
single elevator in one elevator shaft. It’s similar to how underground train cars work. The cars’ abundance and frequent arrival at each floor makes for a much 
more efficient building.



Ownership of the NFT will give owners access to exclusive content, direct access to the architectural minds at the helm of PLP, and the opportunity to work 
directly with PLP in designing their own building in the Metaverse.



London-based PLP has been responsible for some of the most impressive and forward thinking strategies in the design world. Always pushing boundaries, 
PLP is multidisciplinary, working in architecture, interiors, branding and positioning, engagement strategies, product and furniture design, and more.


 NFT collection 5000 NFTS Demand is building quickly.



VerseProp is a metaverse real estate platform that as of , will be providing a streamlined, professional advisory and transaction service 
for those wishing to purchase land in the Metaverse.



Both businesses see visionary design as key to helping the Metaverse fulfill its potential. 


Q4 2022
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Key Aims of The Skyscraper Collection

Allow those interested in both digital and 
physical real estate to learn about the Metaverse 
and the impact of Web 3.0.

Help VerseProp empower you to make 
informed decisions about metaverse real 
estate.

Establish the role of architects as key to the 
evolution and design of the Metaverse.

Demonstrate how architects & creators can 
embrace the technology and grow their business.

Offer valuable commercial utilities to NFT holders 
through tokenizing cutting edge art and design.
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A Little More About PLP Architecture
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Founded in 2009, is a studio of architects, 
designers, and researchers. They’ve created some of the 
world’s greenest, most intelligent, and groundbreaking  
designs through their commitment to social, economic, and 
environmental values.



The three decades the partners have been working together 
allows them to draw on a rich shared history and has helped 
them create a diverse portfolio of more than 
around the world.



They work across typologies, testing conventional limits and 
going beyond the traditional boundaries of architecture, 
covering everything from interiors to positioning research.



 is the research and innovation arm of PLP Architecture. 
Their research is far-ranging, from design and technology to 
anthropology and social sciences. They collaborate with 
leading experts from around the world across a wide spectrum 
of disciplines. This fundamental way of working brings in more 
voices and perspectives and helps them arrive at new and more 
successful solutions.


PLP Architecture 

500 projects 

PLP Labs
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A Little More About VerseProp
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A virtual property platform that utilizes blockchain technology, where users 
can buy, sell and rent their  and access advisory services.
 

wants to professionalize the metaverse real estate industry by 
offering a market first experience. Unlike the current service offered by 
exchanges,  focuses on being a full-service advisory platform 
tailored exclusively to virtual property, as it evolves into a major new asset 
class. It wants to empower you, our designers, landlords, and tenants of the 
future, to be well informed about the decisions you take to buy, sell, rent or 
advertise. Here’s how.
 

 Using data & analytics, with leading market commentary.



Connecting you to a qualified marketplace of buyers 
and sellers, at both a retail and institutional level.



Executing a strategy to help you acquire, monetise 
and develop your assets within the Metaverse.

NFTs

VerseProp 
NFT 

VerseProp

Market Intelligence:

Professional Network: 

Sector Specific Advice: 
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PLP Architecture Leadership
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Lee Polisano is the 
, UK. He is internationally recognized for his 

architectural and urban design work, which emphasizes 
an underlying concern for the environment and his 
passion for innovation. 



Lee has created numerous award-winning commercial 
and corporate office buildings and is widely regarded 
for pushing boundaries and  to the 
sector. Lee promotes designing locally, advocating civic 
responsibility and environmental responsiveness to 
create contextually-sensitive and accessible projects 
that are comfortable to inhabit and a joy to use.

founder and President of PLP 
Architecture

bringing innovation

Lee  Polisano Doguscan AladagRichard  Woolsgrove

Richard is a 

. Richard leads a team 
of permanent visualisers and digital designers. 


Richard has worked on over  different 
architectural projects over the course of his 
employment at PLP and has also led the 
development of all of the practice’s digital 
design tools. As well as visualizations and 
animations, his team develops  tools 
to both help project development and 
communication.


Director at PLP Architecture and 
heads the firm’s visualization and digital 
technology department

500

 AR and VR

Doguscan is a 
 with a specialization in 

computational geometry and design research. He 
focuses on the conceptual and schematic stages 
of the projects and has experience in the design 
of mixed use, office, retail and residential projects 
across 

Doguscan is also a key member of PLP 
Computational Design group where he has been 
involved in research projects involving the 
development of complex 

Senior Associate Partner at 
PLP Architecture

UK, China, USA and Middle East.



3D geometry and digital 
simulations.
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 VerseProp Leadership
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Joel Coren has over 

 He has held senior roles in the UK and 
US for both CBRE and Savills PLC, where he was 
a US Board member.



As the founder of VerseProp, Joel’s ambition is 
to create the world’s leading virtual property 
platform, with a seamless marketplace and 
‘best in class’ advisory services to empower 
customers to make informed decisions about 
their virtual property portfolios.

20 years of experience in 
global real estate advisory and brokerage 
services.

Joel  C.

Founder & CEO

William  P.

Managing Partner

William has spent a decade working at the 

As a development manager, 
working across more than 10m sq ft of mixed- 
use development in London, he’s worked to forge 
partnerships between his institutional clients 
(pension, insurance and endowment funds) and 
major names like Google, Cisco, and Wired Score.



Will wants the rich variety in design, land use and 
ownership that he’s seen in the real estate industry 
to be reflected in the Metaverse.

intersection of technology and real estate 
development. 
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A Breakdown of NFT Tiers by Rarity and Commercial Utility
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A metaverse building, designed by PLP. These buildings 
have naming rights reserved by PLP.


All the utility of tier №2 
All the utility of tier №3

All the utility of tier №3


A centerpiece for any Metaverse enthusiast, designer or art 
collector. A unique, 3D printed model of the PLP Skyscraper 
design. Images to follow.

Tier №1: Ultra rare.

10 NFTs of 1 design

Tier №2: Rare.

40 NFTs of 1 design

Rewards on the VerseProp marketplace up to $250*


Exclusive access to future VerseProp NFT mints. All Skyscraper 
NFT Holders have a right of first refusal*.


Access to exclusive Web 3.0 content on design & three thought 
leadership webinar roundtables:


 a private roundtable with PLP Architecture on the 
intersection between the built environment and the Metaverse 
with special guest speakers.


 a workshop run by PLP Architecture that teaches how 
metaverse assets are created.


 a showcase of the most exciting young designers in 
the Metaverse, presented by PLP and VerseProp.


Webinar 1:

Webinar 2:

Webinar 3:

Tier №3: Community.

4950 NFTs of 20 designs with variations (on reveal)


* subject to NFT mint terms & conditions
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Technical
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Smart contract address will be provided to all approved VerseProp 
subscribers closer to the mint date

Mint price:Blockchain

Ethereum

ERC-721

$200

5000Supply:Token

or the ETH equivalent at the 
time of mint


Here’s a quick breakdown of the key technical information 
you should be aware of:
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Pre-Mint
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There will be an  hosted  in the Gather metaverse.



Also, a series of Gather panel discussions will be held To RSVP, go 
to VerseProp.com and join our mailing list. We will email you the 
event link.



To onboard participants without a wallet, at least 1 MetaMask wallet 
workshop will be hosted via  before the mint date. 


internal party

. 

Zoom

All interested parties will be invited to a series of events 
before purchase:
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Joining the Whitelist
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To facilitate minting before public sales, the Pre-Registration (Whitelist) is now open. There are two approaches depending on your 
wallet situation.

I have a wallet...



Join our discord and follow us on Twitter to stay 
in touch with our whitelist events and contests 
where participants can win whitelist spots. 





Discord: https://discord.gg/UdXKC22BJN

Twitter: @verseprop

I do not have a wallet…



Then you can mint with your credit card. We’re partnering with Crossmint to make 
purchasing your NFT easier.
 

Alternatively we can help you get a MetaMask wallet. VerseProp will onboard and support 
you through every step necessary: creating your wallet, funding it, and getting ready for 
mint. And no, we won’t ask you for your private keys.
 

Sign up for our MetaMask workshops by joining the mailing list on our website.

https://www.verseprop.com/
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The Minting Process
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When an  is created, to represent a piece of digital media, a unique, 
cryptographic key is recorded on the blockchain. This record is non-
fungible, with details like the , rarity, and traits included. Every 
transaction for an  is traced on the blockchain. This means there will only 
ever be one owner of the  at any given time.



Users participating in The Skyscraper Collection mint will have the rarity 
of their  randomized. In other words, Verseprop and PLP have no 
control over who receives the ultra rare or community tokens. This is to 
ensure a fair and transparent mint. There will also be a discount for whitelist 
members.








NFT

NFT’s token ID
NFT

NFT

NFT token

 

The full collection will live on the VerseProp marketplace. NFT Holders who 
transact on VerseProp.com will receive a transaction discount, as 
mentioned in the utility section.
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The Minting Process: A Guide
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Here’s the minting process step by step 

VerseProp.com Exclusive NFT Collaboration 

NFTs
VerseProp x PLP NFT. 


Key considerations for minting 


Pre-mint section.

admin@verseprop.com

 Go to  and navigate to the 
page where you will find our gallery and further instructions

 Select your 
 You are now a proud owner of an exclusive 

          The countdown to our reveal party starts here.



Don't know how to buy/mint an NFT? Join one of our calls mentioned in the 




The team are available to answer any questions at 

Website:

Twitter:

LinkedIn:

Instagram:

 verseprop.com


 https://twitter.com/verseprop 

 https://www.linkedin.com/company/verseprop 

 https://www.instagram.com/verseprop/
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Post-Mint
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Come join the reveal party!


Gather

№1 NFTs 



A week after the public mint, VerseProp will host a reveal party in  where  we’ll 
share which tier you’ve received. This will be for all members who purchase an NFT. 
Expect music, good vibes, and alpha. PLUS we’ll reveal who the lucky holders of the 
rare, tier are.

Your participation is just the start


NFTs,

5k



Despite a commercial utility that far exceeds the cost of the mint price for the 
lucky holders of the rarest  through greater adoption and growth will also 
come intrinsic value. This is a ‘market first’ by a globally recognized architecture 
and design studio, so we anticipate that interest in this project will be significant. 



This is why we have limited our collection to . This is your chance to be part of 
something at its very inception. In practice, this will be a case of following us on 
social media, telling your friends, being an active community member in our 
Discord channel, and spreading the word in any manner that’s beneficial to the 
project.
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Prospects for Long-Term Holders
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Once your token is minted there will be zero limitations on 
transfer. However, there will be a  commission taken for every 
sale to reward the creators.



Long term, holding one of our  means you have permanent 
access to future benefits that the Skyscraper Collection offers. 
These include discounted VerseProp seminars and exclusive 
access to select  mints later on.

5%

NFTs

VerseProp NFT
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Final Thoughts

Click here to sign up to the whitelist and stay up to date with 
the latest developments on The Skyscraper Collection.
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NFTs

PLP Architecture  VerseProp

 Web 3.0 

 NFTs

 and the Metaverse are still very much in their infancy but growing by the 
day. The space is currently being shaped by those with the vision and drive to do 
so; it’s the ultimate blank canvas. There will be NFT and metaverse real estate 
opportunities across every sector, from sports and entertainment to legal and 
financial. New communities will form and new revenue streams will be 
established. Both for businesses and individuals.



The teams at  and  believe that these developments 
will create the kind of positive evolution in technology and modern life that the 
Web ultimately started. And through The Skyscraper Collection, we aim to help 
nurture the growth of and the creators within it.



If you want to join us on our journey, help make the Metaverse a place you’ll relish 
inhabiting, and make  an even stronger platform for the creative industry to 
wield, join us in our online communities and sign up for pre-registration.
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Disclaimer
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This document is to be used for information purposes only and is not to be regarded as a statement of future intent or a predictor of any future trends. The paper’s contents and the Brookes Project (trading as 
VerseProp) are subject to change. Brookes disclaims all liability for any possible loss or damage (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person acting on any information or opinions relating to Brookes, 
Brookes’ partners, products, platforms and procedures contained in this paper or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries regarding any negligence, default or lack of care. The 
information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from reliable sources. It is given in good faith without any warranties or guarantees. Brookes makes no representations with regards to the 
information’s accuracy, completeness, or suitability. Employers, employees, creditors, security or equity holders or no person should hold Brookes responsible for the paper’s contents. Expressed opinions reflect the 
author’s beliefs and are not necessarily the opinion of Brookes. Brookes is free of any obligation to amend, modify or update this paper. Brookes is under no obligation to notify any reader or recipient that anything 
regarding the stated matter changes or becomes inaccurate.



Directors, employees, contractors, and representatives of Brookes are not responsible or liable for any statement, opinion, or information expressed in this paper. Regarding the paper’s contents, each reader should 
rely solely on personal knowledge, investigation, and assessment. Concerning the paper’s accuracy and completeness, the reader should use his or her own judgment. Every effort has been made to ensure that all the 
paper’s statements are facts: as well as all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, opinions and any subjective statements. Every effort has been made to insure that any statement is an opinion of truth. Nothing 
stated is a prediction of future events. There are too many risk factors such as: limitation defects in technology development, legal or regulatory restrictions, market volatility, unforeseeable corporate actions, and the 
unavailability of complete and accurate information. Everything stated is an opinion of what might happen. The paper recommends several website hyperlinks; however, the links are not to be misconstrued as a 
Brookes endorsement. Each reader is responsible for his or hers own judgment concerning actions taken from these links. Each reader is responsible for knowing the legal implications or regulatory restrictions of their 
state or their country. Please refer to Verseprop’s Terms & Conditions for further information.
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